1 Introduction {#SEC1}
==============

DNA synthesis and sequencing technology is advancing rapidly, allowing for the design of high-throughput experiments, which were previously hindered by technological constraints. In a single massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA) experiment, thousands of oligonucleotides are synthesized on microarrays, each linked to a unique identifier ([@btw584-B4]), ([@btw584-B6]). The oligonucleotides are amplified, integrated into plasmids in front of a reporter gene and transfected into cells. By measuring the expression levels of the reporter gene using RNA-seq, the regulatory properties of the corresponding sequences can be quantified \[for reviews on MPRAs, see [@btw584-B1] and [@btw584-B2]\].

MPRA experiments have been implemented to study the relative positioning of transcription factor binding sites and their regulatory effects in modulating gene expression ([@btw584-B5]; [@btw584-B7], 2014). They can also be employed to systematically investigate the regulatory effects of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), thereby relating information provided from genome-wide association studies at the population level with the exploration of functional effects at the cellular level.

Even though decreasing costs have made MPRA experimental procedure accessible to most labs, widespread adoption of the method is limited by computational challenges. Since each MPRA array can involve tens of thousands of different sequences, it is very hard to manually design MPRA experiments, as there are a plethora of parameters that need to be adjusted. Here we present MPRAnator, a set of tools that allow systematic design of MPRA experiments for the investigation of the effects of SNPs and motifs on regulatory sequences.

2 Materials and methods {#SEC2}
=======================

The overarching aim of MPRAnator is to allow users to systematically design synthetic DNA sequences for high-throughput experiments in an interactive manner. Currently, MPRAnator provides support for four different types of investigations. The MPRA Motif design tool can be used to systematically generate synthetic sequences with single motifs or combinations of motifs placed at preselected positions. The MPRA SNP design tool can be used to examine the regulatory effects of single or combinations of SNPs for every provided sequence. The PWM Seq-Gen tool performs probabilistic realizations of PWMs or generates all the corresponding k-mer motifs exceeding a probability threshold. The Transmutation tool allows for the design of different types of negative controls for MPRA experiments. More details for each tool can be found in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The regulatory effects of both motifs and SNPs can be studied in isolation as well as combinatorially. The MPRAnator tool set is highly flexible allowing for the incorporation of other genomic sequences as sub-components. These include uniquely identifiable barcodes, adapters and restriction sites or other sequence types of interest. Using a drag and drop option, the user can select the ordering of the sub-components into the final experimental design. The generated sequences can be incorporated into different types of vectors, such as viruses or plasmids by introducing the relevant subcomponents into the final sequence product. Therefore, MPRAnator could be used for other types of high-throughput designs besides MPRA experiments. Lastly, the user-friendly nature of MPRAnator will facilitate further adoption of MPRA technology.

Supplementary Material
======================
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